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The Desert Peach Collection, Volume One 2009 three passionate sensitive novels of interracial love and friendship from an
award winning master of contemporary romance who is simply without equal valerie wilson wesley from breaking
ground as the first african american author to write for harlequin to her mainstream success with the color of love and
many other acclaimed novels essence bestselling author sandra kitt has received honors ranging from a romantic times
lifetime achievement award to a zora neale hurston award and an naacp image award nomination in these three
unforgettable love stories kitt delves into issues of interracial relationships with great sensitivity and understanding
publishers weekly the color of love an artist trapped in an unfulfilling relationship leah downey wants more out of life
but she plays it safe never venturing too far from her comfort zone especially not since the night she was mugged but
something about jason horn strikes a chord deep within her jason is a white streetwise new york cop with his own issues
he s stunned by his instant attraction to this vibrant black woman who arouses both desire and his fiercest protective
instincts moving kitt does an incredible job exploring both characters reservations about having an interracial relationship
usa today close encounters lee grafton is a divorced cop and the father of a teenage girl carol taggart is a newly single
professor their lives collide one night when carol is caught in the crossfire of an undercover drug sting seriously wounded
she finds an unexpected friend in lee but their mutual attraction gets complicated when it s revealed that the bullet that
hit this african american woman came from this white policeman s gun bold and imaginative sure to keep readers turning
the pages e lynn harris between friends born to a white mother and an african american father dallas oliver has always
felt like an outsider even more so after her mother dies and she moves in with her father and stepmother the one saving
grace is dallas s friendship with a white girl named valerie holland decades later they re still best friends dallas is a
journalist for a controversial magazine and valerie is a single mother but their bond will be tested when they fall in love
with the same man ex navy seal alex marco intense thoughtful and sensual library journal
The Sandra Kitt Collection Volume One 2018-04-10 gripping crime thrillers from the new york times bestselling author
of the intruder and proving ground nobody writing suspense novels does it as well james patterson praised by everyone
from stephen king and james patterson to dennis lehane and james ellroy new york times bestselling author peter blauner
has proven himself a master of the crime thriller in the three novels collected here including blauner s edgar award
winning debut the former journalist delivers breathtaking suspense alongside provocative questions of morality and ethics
slow motion riot blauner s edgar award winning first novel is a thriller with a conscience entertainment weekly that
conscience belongs to probation officer steven baum who still hopes to make a difference in a city plagued by drugs
murders and corruption but his newest charge is about to challenge him to his core darryl king is not just a small time
drug dealer he s a psychopathic cop killer harrowing the washington post exceptionally well done andrew vachss casino
moon blauner s story of the son of an atlantic city mobster is a gritty novel with integrity and style james patterson
anthony russo s scheme for staying out of the family crime business is to manage a has been boxer s comeback but it s
russo who ultimately takes the fall as he discovers it s not so easy to escape the sins of his father you could cut a lip on his
dialogue the new york times this book has it all blauner is brilliant james ellroy man of the hour when high school
english teacher david fitzgerald rescues a student after a terrorist bomb explosion on a school bus he is lauded as a hero
until an ambitious reporter raises suspicions about fitzgerald s involvement and he finds himself hounded by the media
and under investigation by the police a remarkable achievement i loved it and couldn t put it down stephen king as
impressive for its realism as for its suspense publishers weekly
The Peter Blauner Collection Volume One 2018-04-17 four charming witty novels including the nutmeg tree from the
highly gifted new york times bestselling author of cluny brown the new yorker a master of the twentieth century
comedy of manners british author margery sharp has been praised as one of the most gifted writers of comedy chicago
daily news and a wonderful entertainer the new yorker available for the first time in a single volume this quartet of
novels provides a shining example of her brilliantly acerbic fiction and one of her greatest talents creating female
characters of toughness and complexity the new york times something light in 1950s london professional dog
photographer louisa datchett has decided it s high time she snared herself a husband up until now she s been
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indiscriminately fond of men who ve taken shocking advantage of her good nature at age thirty louisa is ready for
someone to take care of her and sets out on her romantic quest in this new york times bestseller brisk bright sly engaging
a pleasure to read chicago tribune the nutmeg tree motherhood was never really free spirited julia packett s thing
following the loss of her husband in world war i julia turned to her well heeled in laws to raise her daughter now
twenty susan invites her mother to france for the summer to persuade her grandmother to allow her to marry when
julia arrives she quickly sees that her proper daughter is mismatched with a playboy and when susan s distinguished
legal guardian sir william waring shows up romantic complications ensue original subtle and consistently entertaining
kirkus reviews the flowering thorn in 1929 london socialite lesley frewen impulsively decides to adopt an orphaned boy
moving to the tiny village of high westover lesley finds herself challenged by a whole new way of life and changed by a
young boy who begins to awaken her capacity to love to those who discovered margery sharp with the nutmeg tree the
reissue of this earlier novel will be good news the city bred country won theme is handled with gay humor and enough
of sentiment for general appeal kirkus reviews the innocents as world war ii separates a three year old mentally
challenged girl from her parents a british spinster takes on the responsibility of raising her and the two grow closer but
when the war is over and the girl s mother returns antoinette doesn t want to be separated from the only person who s
ever really understood her marvelously crafted believable and heart wrenching sharp is an incredibly perceptive writer
the literary sisters
The Margery Sharp Collection Volume One 2018-04-24 when you re looking for a little escape to the rugged mountain
landscape that s as beautiful as it is wild unwind at the springs with the springs resort set to open in mere weeks trent
harrison needs to stay focused and see to every detail the last thing he needs is a complication even one that comes in the
form of sexy bar owner samantha burke samantha loves her quiet close knit community of cedar springs just the way it is
the addition of a fancy new resort as well as its arrogant owner and the change they re both sure to bring is certainly not
welcome with trent pushing his way into her town and her life samantha s resistance to him wavers in the face of the
passion and heat they share change is inevitable but can either of them drop their guard long enough to accept it when
there s so much on the line the last thing officer rhys anderson expected to encounter at the end of his quiet sunday
afternoon shift was a beautiful woman stranded by the side of the road in his hometown of cedar springs after that one
chance meeting and despite the fact that rhys knows there s something kari s hiding he can t keep his mind off her all
kari fox wanted to do was run as far away from her life and her controlling ex husband as possible she never planned to
end up stuck in a small mountain town and she definitely never expected to fall for the handsome police officer who
helped her with a good job at the springs resort good friends and a steamy new relationship things are finally beginning
to go right and kari might even be starting to believe that she has a future in cedar springs but kari has secrets secrets that
threaten to destroy everything she s trying to create including her relationship with rhys as the truth comes to light will
their connection be strong enough to withstand the truth of her past when kylie wilson receives a mysterious invitation
for an all expenses paid trip to a tropical all inclusive resort there s no doubt in her mind who it came from marcus stone
the only man she thought she loved the same man who d promised her forever and then promptly left town to pursue
his dream without so much as a backward glance kylie owes it to herself to take a chance and despite her conflicted
feelings she decides to risk her heart again and is soon jetting toward the island of eden and the man she hopes will finally
fill the void in her life but when she arrives and it s not marcus at all but his much sexier twin brother malcolm kylie s
more confused then ever but on an island that is supposed to know exactly what you need can kylie open her body mind
and more importantly her heart to the idea that sometimes you have to take second glances
The Springs Collection: Volume One 2015-03-09 the series that readers are calling touching funny sweet and gut
wrenching all mixed together by usa today bestselling author elena aitken volume one includes three complete stand
alone novels love in the moment she can t get over the past he s falling for a lie is their love strong enough to survive the
truth only for a moment she s sworn off relationships he s ready to find the one the last thing either of them expected
was each other one more moment can love in the spotlight really have a chance to shine
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Ji āto obu desutinī settei gashū 2014-12-25 original stories and novels by kathryn kaleigh each issue contains a complete
novel and at least five full short stories each issue is an anthology of kathryn s different stories including historical
romance time travel romance and sweet wholesome contemporary most issues contain stories from her different series
but some issues have standalone stories not part of a series in this issue short stories the daffodils jacqueline steele had
watched the seasons come and go tumbling over each other one after the other but spring was her favorite for so many
reasons nothing said spring like the sweet rich scent of the daffodil plants sometimes the simplest of things made the
longest lasting impacts a heartwarming tale of a love that survives forever map of the heart though airplane pilot riley
monroe sacrificed a lot for her career she still carried fond memories of pittsburgh where she grew up she had left more
than just her childhood behind little did she know that a flight scheduled by noah worthington would open up a path she
thought closed off forever iowa time whispers irelyn complied with her family s expectations as far as her career went
but her own time she dedicated to her art with a new job looming and one week left before her time was no longer her
own she set off on a mississippi riverboat cruise but would her dream vacation turn deadly southern ice and fire samantha
winter took on a project of the utmost importance to her country this project required help help from other women not
just friends but strangers as well pulling together the women served a vital function to the confederacy while helping
the cause the ladies find themselves working closely with soldiers what starts as an act of patriotism leads to something
more magic of christmas left to tend her grandparents ranch big city architect eva found herself back in the country
feeding horses mucking stalls a bittersweet experience saddled with tons of happy memories years ago mason let eva
walk away without ever telling her how he felt both dreamed big dreams that took them in different directions being
friends again could open all sorts of doors a heartwarming and intensely engaging short story by bestselling writer
kathryn kaleigh christmas romance with all the trimmings novel wait for me trapped for the long months of the siege
the residents of vicksburg retreat into hiding isabella quinn must focus above all else on surviving but her past
unexpectedly grasps her attention benjamin richardson must protect civilians without distraction what will they do to
survive the siege an enchanting and spellbinding historical romance set against the backdrop of the american civil war
Kat Tales — Volume 8 2020-10-03 original stories and novels by kathryn kaleigh in this issue short stories the promise
point a solemn promise made ten years ago ten years to the day payton waited in a deserted park in pittsburgh an historic
area at the intersection of three rivers that went from fort duquesne to fort pitt to the beautiful city park of today would
social distancing break a date set ten years ago or was there another reason for richard not being there moonlight stroll
southern belle jasmin laurent met a stranger at a ball a tall dark and handsome man who immediately charmed her but
jasmin s father had betrothed her to a man nearly twice her age a betrothal that sat on her shoulders like a death sentence
surely a moonlight stroll though improper for a lady of her status would do no harm after all she would soon be bound to
another a charming short story in the civil war southern belle historical romance series the early years illinois time
whispers isla maslow s life detoured down a path she never could have anticipated even as she attempts to trudge
forward the past still haunts her would the magic of the mississippi river help her find the answers she seeks a rainy
thursday morning a rainy thursday morning hunting season kayla s intent to surprise her husband turned out to be an
unexpected surprise for her will a misunderstanding lead to a second chance at happily ever after a sweet story of second
chances liberty stance fall signaled the excitement of a new year and preparations for the high school homecoming parade
electrified the air layla s heart held so many secrets secrets that kept her tied to the small hometown where she had been
a cheerleader a sweet american romance with an unexpected turn a story that tugs at the heart and haunts the reader
long after the last word just maybe autumn on romantic mackinac island a place with a reputation for magic perhaps not
for texas girl tara montgomery there only out of family obligation no one warned beau about the magic of mackinac island
read all the novels by bestselling author kathryn kaleigh cupid s kiss series 1 begin again 2 love again 3 falling again 4 just
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happened 5 just maybe 6 just pretend 7 just because 8 just us 9 just once 10 just stay 11 just chance 12 just believe
american historical romance series 1 love always 2 beyond enemy lines 3 hearts under siege 4 hearts under fire 5 wait for
me 6 take me home 7 keep me safe 8 away down south in dixie 9 the reluctant bride time travel romance series 1 twist
of fate 2 when the stars align 3 once in a blue moon 4 once upon a christmas 5 falling through to forever romantic
suspense 1 serenity 2 lost and found 3 courting alley cat 4 all i want for christmas fated mates 1 riley s mate 2 aiden s mate
3 brayden s mate
Kat Tales — Volume 7 2020-09-13 the shadow collection is a series stories told in graphic novel style they will be
presented in multiple volumes 3 stories each the authors who contributed stories to the shadow collection volume i are lisa
morton and scott young the artists include jessica byrne c j franks and lho brockhoff
The Shadow Collection 2014-07-10 holly wanted nothing to do with the war it ripped everything dear from her leaving
her wounded with only one thing left she searched for a way to begin a new life out of the ashes that fell around her a
heartwarming holiday short story in kathryn kaleigh s southern belle civil war historical romance collection
The Christmas Cardinal 2020-12-31 allyson beauchamp a young lady with big dreams and an adventurous spirit she
spontaneously decides to join her sister in the colorado territory a grand lark after the dullness of the war between the
states following her dreams of adventure jared montgomery a man searching for a place to call home after the war ended
jared found a new place for himself on the frontier a place to call home but he never expected to find a lady like allyson
out here on the frontier but another man set his sights on allyson with a dangerous determination can allyson and jared
overcome the deadly obstacles threatening to keep them apart a bold story of love and danger with an unexpected touch
of magic on the western frontier
Falling for Allyson 2021-02-11 ninety silver foil balloons ten party hats and ten party blowers but no one at the party but
maribelle and her ninety year old grandmother the self quarantine order happened quickly sending everyone isolating in
their homes after retiring from the air force lucas needed a break some time to himself little did he know that the world
had completely changed during the four weeks he avoided any semblance of civilization when lucas found maribelle and
her grandmother isolating in a cabin in the woods he wanted to catch up on more than just a world turned upside down a
heartwarming short story set during america s fight with covid 19
Silver Linings: A Short Story 2020-06-24 whitney followed her sister anywhere even on christmas but here soldiers in
blue surrounded them enemy soldiers whitney discovered much more than she bargained for on this christmas eve
something not only life changing but world changing a heartwarming holiday short story in the civil war southern belle
historical romance series
The Night Before Christmas: A Southern Belle Civil War Short Story 2020-04-29 a chance meeting with a yankee soldier
on the bloody battlefield of chickamauga sent austin cooper to the doorstep of a southern plantation in grand ecore louisiana
he held a battered picture of a girl a stained bent photograph of a charming southern belle he had yet to meet austin had
walked halfway across the country to fulfill a promise to a dying soldier would a promise to a stranger change the course
of his life a gut wrenchingly heartwarming short story in kathryn kaleigh s southern belle civil war historical romance
collection
Battlefield Promise: A Southern Belle Civil War Romance Short Story 2020-05-16 a solemn promise made ten years ago
ten years to the day payton waited in a deserted park in pittsburgh an historic area at the intersection of three rivers that
went from fort duquesne to fort pitt to the beautiful city park of today would social distancing break a date set ten years
ago or was there another reason for richard not being there a heart warming and timely story by best selling author
kathryn kaleigh
The Promise Point 2020-04 grace sarpy needed some time off instead she ended up on a blind date a blind date at the
north georgia railroad museum park who took a blind date to a railroad museum would a hopeless blind date turn out to
be more than grace could handle much less explain a standalone short story in a series of enchanting tales of love that
overcomes the boundaries of time
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Time Whisper Georgia 2020-04-13 it was a rainy saturday morning not the way samantha planned to spend her morning
her first solo camping trip in the mountains turned out to be a rainy wash out but this day held significance so did hiking
into the rocky mountains always had little did she know that the day also held significance for someone else sometimes
what started as a rainy day ended with a silver lining if you enjoy sweet second chance short story romance grab your
copy of a rainy saturday morning by this best selling author
A Rainy Saturday Morning 2020-03-29 margo needed to take some time away time to figure out what to do next after
her stepmother suggested the family cabin the woods margo found herself knee deep in weeds literally and lost the cabin
inhabited by someone other than the family she knew if you love time travel read this tale of unexpected chances
Flower Moon 2020-04-09 the life of daniel defoe examines the entire range of defoe s writing in the context of what is
known about his life and opinions features extended and detailed commentaries on defoe s political religious moral and
economic journalism as well as on all of his narrative fictions including robinson crusoe places emphasis on defoe s
distinctive style and rhetoric situates his work within the precise historical circumstances of the eighteenth century in
which defoe was an important and active participant now available in paperback
The Life of Daniel Defoe 2005-12-30 for a dead man elvis presley is awfully noisy his body may have failed him in 1977
but today his spirit his image and his myths do more than live on they flourish they thrive they multiply why is elvis
presley so ubiquitous a presence in us culture why does he continue to enjoy a cultural prominence that would be the
envy of the most heavily publicized living celebrities in elvis after elvis gil rodman traces the myriad manifestations of
the king in popular and not so popular culture he asks why elvis continues to defy our expectations of how dead stars are
supposed to behave elvis not only refuses to go away he keeps showing up in places where he seemingly doesn t belong
rodman draws upon an extensive and eclectic body of elvis sightings from elvis s appearances at the heart of the 1992
presidential campaign to the debate over his worthiness as a subject for a postage stamp and from elvis s central role in
furious debates about racism and the appropriation of african american music to the world of elvis impersonators and the
importance of graceland as a place of pilgrimage for elvis fans and followers rodman shows how elvis has become
inseparable from many of the defining myths of us culture enmeshed with the american dream and the very idea of the
united states caught up in debates about race gender and sexuality and in the wars over what constitutes a national culture
Biennial Report of the Board of Curators of the State Historical Society to the Governor and General Assembly 1857 north
and south enemies and lovers war lands on the south s doorstep leaving no one unscathed brittany couvion must do her
part to save the confederacy brandon mcintyre fights battles of his own a standalone story that introduces new characters
into best selling author kathryn kaleigh s american historical romance series skye travels just the beginning begin again is
the first of the series but the books can be read in any order savannah richards did not believe in chance but there he stood
head bent focused on his ipad his hair graying a bit around the edges noah would not recognize her even if he
remembered her putting the past behind them they strive to forge something new together but can they overcome past
wrongs for what might be a heartwarming and intensely engaging second chance novel in kathryn kaleigh s cupid s kiss
sweet wholesome romance series read all the novels by bestselling author kathryn kaleigh cupid s kiss series 1 begin
again 2 love again 3 falling again 4 just happened 5 just maybe 6 just pretend 7 just because 8 just us 9 just once 10 just
stay 11 just chance 12 just believe american historical romance series 1 love always 2 beyond enemy lines 3 hearts under
siege 4 hearts under fire 5 wait for me 6 take me home 7 keep me safe 8 away down south in dixie 9 the reluctant bride
time travel romance series 1 twist of fate 2 when the stars align 3 once in a blue moon 4 once upon a christmas 5 falling
through to forever romantic suspense 1 serenity 2 lost and found 3 courting alley cat 4 all i want for christmas fated mates
1 riley s mate 2 aiden s mate 3 brayden s mate
Elvis After Elvis 2013-10-18 tabitha black fled to estes park colorado the perfect hiding place or so it seemed then the
worst possible thing happens will this christmas turn tragic if you like sweet romance filled with danger grab your copy
of all i want for christmas by this best selling author skye travels just the beginning begin again is the first of the series
but the books can be read in any order savannah richards did not believe in chance but there he stood head bent focused
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on his ipad his hair graying a bit around the edges noah would not recognize her even if he remembered her putting the
past behind them they strive to forge something new together but can they overcome past wrongs for what might be a
heartwarming and intensely engaging second chance novel in kathryn kaleigh s cupid s kiss sweet wholesome romance
series read all the novels by bestselling author kathryn kaleigh cupid s kiss series 1 begin again 2 love again 3 falling again
4 just happened 5 just maybe 6 just pretend 7 just because 8 just us 9 just once 10 just stay 11 just chance 12 just believe
american historical romance series 1 love always 2 beyond enemy lines 3 hearts under siege 4 hearts under fire 5 wait for
me 6 take me home 7 keep me safe 8 away down south in dixie 9 the reluctant bride time travel romance series 1 twist
of fate 2 when the stars align 3 once in a blue moon 4 once upon a christmas 5 falling through to forever romantic
suspense 1 serenity 2 lost and found 3 courting alley cat 4 all i want for christmas fated mates 1 riley s mate 2 aiden s mate
3 brayden s mate
Hearts Under Siege 2020-04-30 maisie s dreams haunted her dreams that felt as real as life almost two hundred years
earlier theodore also dreams during the harvest moon had maisie started sleepwalking or had the harvest moon made
time permeable if you like time travel read this chilling tale of dreams that may not be dreams
All I Want for Christmas 2020-02-10 a rainy thursday morning hunting season kayla s intent to surprise her husband
turned out to be an unexpected surprise for her will a misunderstanding lead to a second chance at happily ever after a
sweet story of second chances
Harvest Moon 2020-02-12 irelyn complied with her family s expectations as far as her career went but her own time she
dedicated to her art with a new job looming and one week left before her time was no longer her own she set off on a
mississippi riverboat cruise but would her dream vacation turn deadly a standalone short story in a series of enchanting
tales of love that overcomes the boundaries of time
A Rainy Thursday Morning 2020-02-25 fall signaled the excitement of a new year and preparations for the high school
homecoming parade electrified the air layla s heart held so many secrets secrets that kept her tied to the small hometown
where she had been a cheerleader a sweet american romance with an unexpected turn if you want to read a story that
tugs at the heart and haunts you long after the last word read this short story by best selling author kathryn kaleigh
Time Whispers Iowa 2020-02-16 after the war between the states melissa s world changed from wearing ruffled gowns
and riding side saddle to wearing breeches and riding astride forced out of their family home she and her father set off
west a new place a new start everyone back home would be appalled at the new melissa but would she take to her new
life like a fish to water and would a destiny set a lifetime ago follow her to the west fourth in the churning butter and
companionship series if you like kathryn kaleigh s civil war series follow her into the untamed west
Liberty Stance 2020-02-11 though airplane pilot riley monroe sacrificed a lot for her career she still carried fond memories
of pittsburgh where she grew up she had left more than just her childhood behind little did she know that a flight
scheduled by noah worthington would open up a path she thought closed off forever a sweet short story by the best
selling author of the award winning cupid s kiss series kathrynkaleigh com free fiction friday kathrynkaleigh krfbg l2zg3
rblz8
Westward Destiny 2020-02-20 it was a rainy monday morning willow blames houston traffic for being late again another
typical day or so she thought turns out the day brings more than she bargained for if you enjoy sweet second chance short
story romance grab your copy of a rainy monday morning by this best selling author
Map of the Heart 2020-02-03 a thunderstorm brewed a storm that echoed her heartbreak little did college student anna
becquerel know that her heartbreak paled with the discovery of family secrets that threaten her world what she
discovers changes her life path a standalone story that introduces new characters into the once upon a time time travel
romance series
A Rainy Monday Morning 2020-01-23 while on a supply run to town southerner alisa and her cat muffin find a yankee
soldier treed by their dog the injured soldier posed no danger but muffin wove a safety spell around them anyway the
man needed shelter rescuing an errant yankee proved to be more than alisa could have predicted a charming short story
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in the civil war southern belle historical romance series with unexpected compelling characters
The Cameo 2020-02-17 snowball needed a new home and the task of finding him fell squarely on pearl s shoulders
unfortunately pearl s lifestyle refused to accommodate justin did not need a cat truth be told pearl s mesmerizing green
eyes had him doing things he would not normally do even before he met snowball when fate and chance merged into
one what would happen to snowball a heartwarming tale of unexpected encounters
An Errant Yankee 2020-05-22 this reference work contains entries on every film made by hammer films a british studio
renowned for its horror films of the 1950s 60s and 70s in addition entries on people directors writers producers etc who
have worked with the studio as well as the stars associated with the studio notably christopher lee and peter cushing
Snowball's Chance 2020-03-23 a circle of stones where time is fluid when arya farren sees her own name in the trunk
will she give up everything to save her own life when she steps inside the circle of stones she discovers that she had
been summoned by him twenty seven minutes just twenty seven fluid minutes then no turning back a heartwarming
short story of love that defies the boundaries of time
The Encyclopedia of Hammer Films 2019-07-31 the letter said her father died heroically heroically or not he left sarah
sutton with a horse ranch requiring exhausting backbreaking work day after day her first christmas alone brought a snow
storm to her doorstep making things even more difficult but would the snow also bring an angel to her door someone sent
to help but perhaps so much more a heartwarming holiday short story in the civil war southern belle historical romance
series
Key Stone Princess 2021-05-11 almost midnight a new year a new beginning but mika s heart still waited weary with
heartbreak would this year bring more than just snowfall or a ray of happiness a sweet story of second chances and new
beginnings
Snow Angels at Christmas 2019-12-30 in the third book of the sweet seasons series candace continues her job at her local
amusement park and the coming christmas season and her elf costume has her in good spirits but she soon realizes serving
as santa s helper at work is just the start of her holiday journey after surviving halloween at the zone candace feels like
she can do anything but working as one of the elves during their huge christmas celebration may still be a challenge for
reasons beyond screaming kids and endless candy canes elf work proves more dangerous than expected and candace
realizes she may not know her boyfriend kurt as well as she thought she did making finding the perfect present for him
almost a full time job at the same time she finds herself getting closer to her good friend josh though when candace
stumbles on a friend s secret everything changes and she realizes she may have been made a christmas helper for a reason
the winter of candy canes is a ya contemporary novel with a fun rom com feel is written by new york times bestselling
author debbie viguié goes beyond the christmas season providing a coming of age story with a humorous angle is a clean
read for young adult fans of any age
Almost Midnight 2020-01-03 this is the story of oriannon a very human looking girl with an extraordinary gift the ability
to record what she sees and experiences like the hard drive of a computer when the mysterious jesmet thought to be a
magician in the old order begins to connect with oriannon he is banished to corista s shadowside on another planet the
new faith of its first believers is tested in the shadow of evilin book two readers can contemplate how biblical truths
translate in another world the planet of corista has been thrown off its axis and the bright side has been plunged into
perpetual darkness are the owling people of shadowside to blame with both sides of the planet in chaos the world becomes
even more confusing for 15 year old oriannon when her former music mentor jesmet miraculously returns from the dead
and promises his followers a special power called the wind but his is not the only offer of hope sola corista s charismatic
head of security proposes the ultimate solution for peace and she recruits oriannon to help her carry out a seemingly
perfect plan but oriannon s closest friends are skeptical and try to convince her that the plan involves evil acts against the
owling should oriannon trust the feelings of her friends will she embrace sola s solution as the answer to the world s
dilemma or will she believe the promise of an owling holy man before she can no longer discern between light and
darkness
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